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being a local word existing on the confines of India and
Irau. Hence we are again faced by the fundamental
problem : has Dravidian supplied the word to Aryan
and is it the first language that the Aryans met with
in India ? Or have both Dravidiao and Sanskrit borrow-
ed the name of the ass from a third language which,
at any rate (to judge by the lists of the Linguistic
Survey), can be neither Munda nor a language related to
the mysterious Burmaski ? Or lastly is it not Dravidian
which took the word from Sanskrit ? It is impossible
to give an answer for the time being.
That the two families have been in contact with
each other for long, there is no room for doubting.
There are facts which prove it but which raise new
problems too.
One has identified (G. A. Jacob, J.R.A.S. 1911, p.
510 ; D. R. Bhandarkar, Anc. Hist, of India, p. 26) matacl
found in the Chandoorva-Upanisad with Cau. midice
«< gropp-hopper " The relation between Skr. ma- and Can.
mi- is not without analogy ; it is, for instance, difficult
to separate the different words for " black pepper/' Skr.
marica, Tarn, milagu, Can. mejfam from each other. But
one is led to ask if a family of Dravidian words express-
ing size is not entirely borrowed jProm Aryan, Skr. maka^
Can. mige, Tarn, migei " abundance," Tarn. Can. Tel.
mincti minju "greatness, excellence," Can. miKku
"excess," etc. (cf. Caldwell, Compar. Gramm.*, p. 602);
Kur. mecha " high/^ megro " elder." If it be so, then
of the two languages Aryan may be considered as
having the most prestige and very likely as being
the least open to borrowing and all the more to the
phonetic and morphological influence of a Dravidian
substratum.

